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Abstract—This work investigated the dislocation arrangements, crystallographic characteristics and fatigue
crack initiation of deformation bands (DBs) in a [5¯ 12 20] copper single crystal cyclically deformed at high
strain amplitude (gpl = 8×10�3). The surface morphology of the fatigued copper crystal was observed to
display the following features. (1) There is only one group of fine slip bands (SBs), which seem to carry
little plastic strain. (2) Intensive DBs, with a width of 50–60µm and spacing of 100–110µm, are homo-
geneously distributed on the whole surface of the crystal and perpendicular to the SBs. (3) The dislocation
patterns within the SBs are often characterized by irregular structures with no persistent feature, indicating
that these SBs are not typical persistent slip bands (PSBs). (4) The microstructure of the DBs can be classified
into two types. One is the regular, 100% ladder-like PSBs in parallel and can be defined as the developing
DB; the one is composed of parallel dislocation walls and is named the well-developed DB. (5) With further
cyclic deformation, fatigue cracks always nucleate within the DBs rather than within the SBs or PSBs.
Based on the observations above, the crystallographic characteristics and dislocation arrangements of DBs
are discussed in combination with the plastic strain distribution and fatigue cracking mechanism within DBs.
It is suggested that there is a transformation of deformation mode from slipping on the (111) plane in the
developing DBs to shearing on the (1¯01) plane in the well-developed DBs. Furthermore, the fatigue cracking
within the DBs carrying high plastic strain can be attributed to the surface roughness caused by the shearing
irreversibility of DBs.  2001 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fatigue crack initiation and propagation play an
essential role in the failure process of metallic
materials subjected to cyclic loading. To reveal the
fatigue damage mechanisms of metallic materials,
several workers, in past decades, have made great
contributions to the microstructural evolution and
damage mechanisms of fatigued crystalline materials,
typically copper single crystals. There are presently a
wealth of experimental data and several excellent
review articles concerning different aspects of the
subject [1–4]. By plotting the saturation stressts ver-
sus the applied plastic strain amplitudegpl, Mughrabi
[5] proposed the well-known cyclic stress–strain
curve (CSSC) of copper single crystals with single-
slip orientation. The most important and interesting
finding in the CSSC is that there exist three well-dif-
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ferentiated regions defined as A, B and C at different
strain range. In region A, the deformation is fairly
uniform over the whole specimen with no signs of
strain localization so that fatigue cracks cannot be for-
med, and the strain amplitude of 6.5×10�5 was
defined as the fatigue limit of copper single crystals
[6, 7]. In region B of the CSSC, the plastic strain is
mainly localized in the narrow persistent slip bands
(PSBs), and a two-phase (PSBs and veins) model was
proposed to explain the plastic strain distribution of
the specimen [8, 9]. However, to date, the dislocation
structure and deformation mechanism are still a
puzzle and the two-phase model will be invalid when
the copper single crystals are cyclically deformed at
the end of region B. For example, a very interesting
question is whether it is possible for PSBs to fill the
whole crystals, when the copper single crystal is just
cycled at the plastic strain amplitude of 7.5×10�3. As
the applied strain amplitude reaches region C, the
saturation stressts of the copper single crystal
increases again with increasing strain amplitude. This
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stage has been characterized by the activation of sec-
ondary slip systems and the subsequent formation of
cell and labyrinth dislocation structures [1–5]. How-
ever, the deformation and damage mechanisms of the
copper single crystals cyclically deformed in this
region of higher plastic strain amplitudes have not
been well documented so far.

Besides the well-known regular slip bands, another
important deformation feature, defined as deformation
bands (DBs), was frequently discovered in deformed
crystalline materials [10–16]. It has been known since
1940 that a DB is a zone in which the crystal orien-
tation differs in a distinct manner from the surround-
ings [10–12]. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf [15] classified DBs
into several types, such as shear bands, secondary
glide bands, transition bands, kink bands and so on.
These DBs can be formed under large plastic defor-
mation, such as rolling, tensile or shearing, and often
have a strong impact on the technological forming
process, resulting in deformation texture and recrys-
tallization. Recently, DBs were widely observed in
fatigued copper single crystals with different orien-
tations [17–25] and aluminum single crystals [26–30].
It was found that DBs nucleated easily when the cop-
per single crystals were oriented for double- and
multi-slip, whereas, for copper single crystals with
the single-slip orientation, the formation of DBs is
confined to very high strain amplitude. In contrast to
PSBs, investigations on DBs are fairly rare so that
the formation mechanism and microstructure of DBs
are less understood. It is not very clear whether the
DBs have some crystallographic habit planes with
low index, and what kinds of microstructures occur
within them. On the other hand, in copper single crys-
tals, it is well known that fatigue cracks always
nucleate along the surface roughness caused by PSBs
at low and intermediate strain amplitudes [3, 4, 31–
34]. However, because of the lack of systematic stud-
ies, the fatigue damage mechanism of copper single
crystals at high strain amplitudes (up to 10�2) is not
very clear. It should be borne in mind that fatigue
crack nucleation is primarily a surface-related effect
and the disruption of an initially smooth surface by
the formation of DBs will affect the process of fatigue
cracking. Saletore and Taggart [17] found that the
fatal fatigue crack nucleated and propagated along the
macro DBs in a [1̄22] copper single crystal. Recently,
Gong et al. [19–21] and Li et al. [22–24] systemati-
cally investigated the formation of DBs in fatigued
copper single crystals with double- and multi-slip
orientations. But fatigue crack initiation caused by
DBs was not involved. Since the deformation of crys-
tals with double- and multi-slip orientations is often
associated with the operation of secondary slip sys-
tems, the formation of DBs becomes more compli-
cated. Therefore, in the present study, a typical single-
slip oriented crystal was employed to avoid the acti-
vation of secondary slip systems, and the investi-
gation was focused on the fatigue cracking mech-
anism within DBs. Meanwhile, the electron

channeling contrast (ECC) technique in conventional
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has received
much interest in studying dislocation arrangements in
deformed materials [35–43]. This technique not only
can provide a real and wide view of dislocation sub-
structures conveniently, but also makes it possible to
establish the relationship between dislocation
arrangements and crystallographic characterization of
the deformed crystals. In particular, the dislocation
arrangements at some special sites, such as PSBs [36–
38], grain boundaries (GBs) [40, 41, 43] and the front
of the crack [42, 44], can be successfully revealed by
this technique. Thus, in the present work, the ECC
technique was utilized to examine the dislocation
arrangements near fatigue cracks and within DBs over
the whole surface of the crystal specimen. Further-
more, the damage mechanisms induced by DBs in the
copper single crystal cyclically deformed at higher
strain amplitude were also clarified.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A bulk copper single crystal was grown from oxy-
gen free high conductivity copper of 99.999% purity
by the Bridgman method. A fatigue specimen with
dimensions of 8 mm×3 mm×60 mm and a gauge sec-
tion of 6 mm×3 mm×16 mm was cut by an electron-
spark cutting machine. The grain orientation (G) of
the specimen was determined by the electron back-
scattering diffraction (EBSD) technique in a Cam-
bridge S360 scanning electron microscope (SEM),
with the following result:

G = �
0.5929 0.2148 0.7761

0.2988 0.8362 0.4598

0.7478 0.5045 0.4316� = �
3 5 5

2 20 3

5 12 3�.

Here, (0.2148, �0.8362, �0.5045) corresponds to the
stress axis orientation of the specimen; in brief, this
crystal can be referred to as [5̄ 12 20] for comparison
with previous work [25–30]. The Schmid factors (�)
of the primary and secondary slip systems were calcu-
lated and are listed in Table 1. It can be seen that the
ratio values (Q = �S/�p) of all of the secondary slip
systems to the primary slip system are smaller than
0.9. Clearly, this crystal has the typical single-slip
orientation in terms of the definition by Cheng and
Laird [7].

Before fatigue testing, the specimen was electro-
lytically polished to produce a strain-free surface for
microscopic observation. The specimen was
deformed cyclically in push–pull on a Shimadzu ser-
vohydraulic testing machine under constant plastic
strain control at room temperature in air. The applied
plastic resolved shear strain amplitude (�gpl/2) was
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Table 1. Schmid factors of the primary and secondary slip systems of the present crystal

B4(111)[1̄01] A3(1̄11)[101] B5(111)[1̄10] C1(111̄)[011]

�S 0.484 0.398 0.322 0.290
Q = �S/�p 1 0.822 0.680 0.616

equal to 8.0×10�3, which is just above 7.5×10�3 at
the upper end of the plateau region in the CSSC. A
triangle wave with a frequency range of 0.1–1 Hz was
used. The surface mophology of the specimen was
observed at different intervals of cycling. After each
observation of the surface mophology, the crystal was
polished again to remove the slip traces and the acti-
vated dislocation patterns were observed by the SEM-
ECC technique in the Cambridge S360 SEM. In gen-
eral, the channeling contrast experiment can provide
either a channeling pattern or a channeling contrast
image, depending on the operating mode of the inci-
dent beam in the SEM. A channeling contrast is pro-
duced by using conventional image scanning with a
back-scattered electron detector. The contrast in such
an image is associated with the discontinuity in the
channeling within the specimen. Any crystallographic
defect that produces a distortion in the lattice, such
as a twin, a subgrain or a dislocation, can be
observed. Such ECC images are similar in appearance
to transmission electron micrographs, albeit with a
lower image resolution. To compare with the trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) observation, an
inverted imaging mode was adopted in the present
investigation. Accordingly, the bright areas in the
ECC micrograph represent the dislocation-poor
regions, whereas the dark areas should correspond to
the dislocation-dense regions.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Surface deformation morphology

After the single-crystal specimen was cycled at a
plastic strain amplitude of gpl = 8×10�3 for 2×104

cycles, the surface deformation morphology was first
observed by SEM. Figure 1(a) shows the deformation
morphology on one of the specimen surfaces. Clearly,
two striking deformation features can be seen. One is
the parallel macro DBs with white contrast, which are
at an angle of 45° with respect to the loading direc-
tion. It seems that these macro DBs protrude from the
specimen surface. Meanwhile, the DBs are full of the
dense and short slip bands. Besides the macro DBs,
there is only one group of slip bands between DBs,
as marked as SB, which should be the primary slip
bands in the crystal. These SBs are relatively thinner
and cannot penetrate into the DBs, showing a discon-
tinuous distribution. However, DBs can spread over
the whole surface and have an average width of 50–
60 µm, which is about 15–20 times thicker than the
SBs. DBs and SBs are roughly perpendicular to each
other and the spacing of the DBs is about 100–110

Fig. 1. Surface deformation morphology of the fatigued copper
crystal.

µm. Except for the DBs and SBs, there are no second-
ary slip bands to be observed on the surface even
though the applied strain amplitude is very high.
Since all of the Q values of the crystal are smaller
than 0.90, as listed in Table 1, the secondary slip sys-
tems might be restrained. It seems that DBs predomi-
nate the deformation of the crystal during fatigue,
when the applied strain amplitude lies at the upper
end of the plateau region in the CSSC. After the
fatigued crystal specimen was polished to remove the
existing DBs and SBs, and then cycled for 10 more
cycles at the same strain amplitude, surprisingly both
the DBs and SBs were activated again as shown in
Fig. 1(b). But the plastic deformation within DBs was
more severe than that within SBs. This indicates that
DBs might carry more plastic strain than SBs during
the cyclic deformation at higher strain amplitude.
Especially, there seems to be a step in the middle of
the DB, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1(b). This
feature has never been reported before and might be
a new finding of DBs.
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3.2. Dislocation configuration within a DB

Using the SEM-ECC technique mentioned above,
the polished specimen was observed to examine the
dislocation arrangements within the DBs and SBs.
Figure 2(a) shows the microstructure of one DB and
the adjacent regions on the same surface as in Fig. 1.
It can be seen that the DB has a boundary with the
adjacent regions and interrupts the white SBs. The
microstructure between DBs consists of SBs and
irregular dislocation loop patches (veins), as shown
in Fig. 2(b) and (c). The boundary between the DB
and adjacent regions seems to be not distinct, indicat-
ing that the DB might be propagating towards the out-
side. In Fig. 2(c), several irregular SBs can be seen
to terminate at the DB. Apparently, the dislocations
within the SBs did not show a clear ladder-like struc-
ture as is typical in PSBs. Accordingly, the SBs could
not be regarded as real PSBs with ladder-like struc-
ture. Further observations show that the DB is com-
posed of 100% ladder-like PSBs in parallel as shown
in Fig. 2(d). Hereafter, we define the DB containing
100% PSBs as the developing one and shall discuss
it in the following sections.

3.3. Dislocation arrangement within different DBs

When the magnification is relatively low, several
DBs can be seen in one field of view. In Fig. 3(a)
there are four DBs in total, marked as 1, 2, 3 and 4,
respectively. As shown in Fig. 3(a), there are some
SBs between the regions of DB1 and DB2, DB3 and
DB4, whereas SBs do not appear in the region

Fig. 2. Dislocation arrangements within the same DB.

between DB2 and DB3, indicating that these SBs are
discontinuous on the whole specimen surface. This
observation further indicates that the activated pri-
mary slip bands could not penetrate through the
whole crystal specimen and did not display a persist-
ent feature during cyclic deformation. Therefore, the
SBs are different from the PSBs formed in single
crystals cycled at low or medium plastic strain ampli-
tude. If DB1 was observed at relatively higher magni-
fication, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), the dislocation
arrangement was found to be full of parallel PSBs
with the ladder structure, which is identical to the
configuration observed in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3(b), there
is a transition region (marked as T) between DB and
its adjacent region with SBs. The dislocation arrange-
ment within the transition region is irregular and
obviously different from those within the center of
the DB and veins. It seems that DB1 may grow into
the vein region with further cyclic deformation. In
addition, SBs within veins are in line with the PSBs
within DB1, indicating that there may not exist a
crystallographic rotation between DB1 and its neighb-
oring regions. Whether there is a crystallographic
rotation or not will be discussed in the following sec-
tions to reveal the deformation mechanism of DBs.

Apart from the dislocation arrangements in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3(b) and (c), there is another type of dislo-
cation configuration within a DB. When DB2 in Fig.
3(a) is magnified, it is interesting to find that the dis-
location arrangement consists of 100% dislocation
walls in parallel [see Fig. 3(d) and (e)] and is quite
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Fig. 3. Dislocation arrangements within different DBs.

different from those observed above. From one side
of DB2, some SBs can penetrate into it over a certain
distance [see Fig. 3(d)]. Meanwhile, within DB2,
there are no ladder-like PSBs, and the dislocation
walls are parallel to the DB direction. But in some
local sites of DB2, some ladder traces of PSBs can
be seen as indicated by arrows in Fig. 3(e), although
they are not quite clear. It is suggested that the dislo-
cation walls might evolve from the ladder-like PSBs
due to the avalanche of dislocations induced by
accumulation of plastic strain. In addition, as shown
in Fig. 3(a), there is a bulge in the middle of DB2
and two curved bands near its boundaries. Therefore,
DB2 might carry more severe plastic deformation
than other DBs. Another feature of DB2 is that there
is a clear boundary with the adjacent region, indicat-
ing that the propagation of DB2 might be stopped
[see Fig. 3(e)]. As for the dislocation arrangement
within DB3 and DB4, it was found that they are quite

similar to those observed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(b)
and (c).

When observations were focused on the regions
without DBs, irregular arrangements of dislocations
with higher density were found as shown in Fig. 3(f).
They are quite similar to the vein structure (or matrix)
in copper single crystals fatigued at low or intermedi-
ate strain amplitudes. Within these regions, some SBs
transfer through the veins and link two adjacent DBs.
Also, it can be clearly seen that the dislocation
arrangement within SBs is quite irregular and does
not display the ladder-like structure. It seems that SBs
may not be the fully developed PSBs and carry little
plastic strain.

3.4. Two typical dislocation arrangements within
DBs

From the observations above, it can be concluded
that in terms of the interior dislocation arrangement,
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there are two kinds of typical DB. One is full of 100%
PSBs, which can be defined as the developing type,
because it can grow into neighboring regions. For
example, as shown in Fig. 4(a), there exists a tran-
sition region near the boundary of the DB, and the
ladder-like structure is able to pass through this
boundary and becomes irregular in the vein region. It
is suggested that the DB is not stable, but is propagat-
ing during cyclic deformation. Meanwhile, some SBs
terminate at the boundary of the DB and show a one-
to-one relationship with some PSBs in the interior of
the DB, indicating that the ladder-like PSBs within
the DB might evolve from the SBs. This kind of DB
containing ladder-like PSBs is somewhat like the
observation in a [1̄35] copper single crystal [22].
Another DB consists of parallel dislocation walls with
no ladder-like structure, as observed in Fig. 3(d) and
(e). This type of DB is quite similar to that observed
in a [001] copper single crystal [20]. Figure 4(b)
clearly shows such a kind of DB containing dislo-
cation walls. It can be seen that in the left upper
region of the DB there is a distinct boundary, which
prevents the SBs from passing through. However, in
the right lower area of the DB, there exists a transition
region, within which the SBs can penetrate into the
DB over a certain distance. The DB consisting of
such parallel dislocation walls can be defined as the
well-developed type, which is more stable in energy
than the developing DB.

Fig. 4. Two typical dislocation arrangements within DB.

3.5. Fatigue crack initiation along DBs

When a single crystal is subjected to continuous
cyclic deformation, fatigue cracks will eventually
nucleate on the surface of the specimen. As can be
seen clearly in Fig. 5(a), all fatigue cracks initiated
within DBs rather than within the SBs. It is noted that
the cracks originated mainly from the middle ridge
of the DBs, as marked by arrows. To determine the
preferential site for fatigue crack initiation between
DBs and SBs, the whole surface of the fatigued speci-
men was observed by SEM. However, no fatigue
cracking within SBs was observed besides some
fatigue cracks nucleated within the DBs. All DB
cracks are parallel to the DB direction or perpendicu-
lar to the SB direction. After the initiation of fatigue
cracks within the DBs, the specimen surface was pol-
ished again to observe the dislocation structure near
the cracks and further to reveal the associated crack-
ing mechanism. As shown in Fig. 5(b), a fatigue crack
originated from a DB can be clearly seen. The dislo-
cation structure near the crack and within the DB is
visible at high magnification, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
In the right lower region of the DB, the dislocation
consists mainly of wall structure. Near the crack in
the upper region of the DB, the dislocation distri-
bution becomes a cell structure. Additionally, there
exist several fatigue cracks parallel to the DB direc-
tion in one DB, as shown in Fig. 5(d). With the help
of the TEM technique, Tong and Bailon [44]
observed the dislocation structure at different dis-
tances from the crack tip in fatigued copper polycrys-
tals. With increasing distance from the crack tip, dif-
ferent dislocation structures such as cells, walls,
PSBs, veins, loop patches and dislocation tangles
could be found successively. Another finding is that
the plastic deformation occurred in two or three slip
systems near the fatigue crack. Recently, by using the
ECC-SEM technique, Chen et al. [42] investigated
the relationship between the dislocation cell size and
the distance from the crack tip in polycrystalline cop-
per. The result showed that the cell size increased
from 0.5 to 4 µm with increasing distance from the
crack tip. Also, beyond the cell structure, dense veins
and PSBs, labyrinth structures and mixtures thereof
were observed near the cracks. Except for copper
polycrystals, the dislocation cell structure near the
GBs was also observed in the vicinity of a fatigue
crack in a copper tricrystal by the SEM-ECC tech-
nique [43]. All of these observations provide evidence
that the dislocation cell seems to be the predominant
structure near a fatigue crack no matter whether this
fatigue crack was induced by GBs, DBs or other
elements. This is because the dislocation cells can
accommodate relatively higher plastic strain than the
dislocation wall or PSB. Therefore, DBs containing
cracks should carry more plastic strain than those
without cracks during cyclic deformation. Mean-
while, it seems that a great change in the deformation
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Fig. 5. Dislocation arrangements near the DBs and fatigue crack.

mode takes place for those DBs with fatigue cracks
as will be discussed in Section 4.3.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Crystallographic characteristics of DBs

It is well known that there exist two kinds of DB,
namely DBI and DBII, in cyclically deformed face-
centered cubic (fcc) crystals. In general, DBI is
almost parallel to the primary slip plane and DBII
makes an angle with the primary slip bands. How-
ever, the formation mechanism and crystallographic
characteristics of DBs have not been clearly revealed.
Vorren and Ryum [26, 27] reported that DBII is par-
allel to the (314̄) plane for most orientations in
fatigued Al single crystals, but far away from the
(101̄) plane. In addition, a dislocation avalanche
model was proposed to explain the formation of DBs
during cyclic deformation [18]. A lattice rotation of
about 6° between macrobands and the matrix was
detected in cyclically deformed Al single crystals by
using time-resolved acoustic microscopy [29, 30]. It
was suggested that this lattice rotation resulted from
the accumulation of the irreversible slip in one direc-
tion in PSBs and was responsible for the formation
of these DBs. Recently, Gong et al. [19–21] and Li
et al. [22–24] systematically investigated the forma-
tion of DBs in fatigued copper single crystals with
different orientations. They found that DBI and DBII
developed roughly along the primary slip plane {111}
and the conventional kink plane {101} respectively,
and the habit planes of DBI and DBII are strictly per-

pendicular to each other. They also proposed that the
formation of DBI and DBII was caused by the local
irreversible rotation of the crystal during symmetrical
push–pull loading. However, the investigations above
did not provide a clear microstructural pattern of DBs,
which is of special importance to understand the for-
mation and development of DBs.

From the relationship between DBs and SBs, it can
be concluded that the present DB should belong to
the DBII type. Based on the abundant dislocation
observations above, it is possible to describe and
reveal the crystallographic characteristics of the
present DBII. A three-dimensional crystallographic
picture of the ladder-like PSB is illustrated sche-
matically in Fig. 6(a). Generally, the ladder-like struc-
ture of PSBs can be observed on the (12̄1) plane,
while parallel dislocation walls often appear on the
primary slip plane (111). Clearly, these dislocation
walls are perpendicular to the primary slip direction
[1̄01]. Now, let us check the microstructure of the
DBs again. First, the developing DB consists of dislo-
cation rungs of ladder-like structure [see Figs 2, 3(b)
and (c), 4(a)]. Therefore, the crystallographic relation-
ships among the primary slip plane, the developing
DBII and dislocation walls can be as illustrated in
Fig. 6(b). Furthermore, it is not difficult to understand
why the habit plane of the DB is consistent with the
dislocation rungs of ladder-like PSBs. As a result, the
habit plane of the DBII should be strictly along the
(1̄01) plane. Previously, Saletore and Taggart [17]
found that, in a fatigued [1̄22] copper single crystal,
the plane of DBII made an angle of approximately
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Fig. 6. Sketches of crystallographic relationships in PSBs and
the present DBs: (a) PSBs with ladder-like structure; (b) the

developing DB; (c) the well-developed DB.

45° to the loading direction. But they considered that
the DBII was formed on the plane of maximum shear
stress and did not correspond to any low-index crys-
tallographic plane. Regrettably, the crystallographic
orientation of the DB and the corresponding dislo-
cations were not measured and observed. As we
know, the interaction angle between the stress axis of
a [1̄22] single crystal and the (1̄01) plane is just equal
to 45°. Thus, it is possible for the DB to nucleate and
develop along the (1̄01) plane in the fatigued [1̄22]
copper single crystal. Secondly, for the well-
developed DB, there is a transition from ladder-like
structure to parallel dislocation walls [see Figs 3(d)

and (e), 4(b)]. In this case, the crystallographic
relationships between the primary slip plane, well-
developed DBII and dislocation walls can be as illus-
trated in Fig. 6(c). Obviously, the well-developed
DBII must have evolved from the developing one
through the linking of dislocation rungs. As shown in
Figs 2 and 3, the microstructure of the DB is always
characterized by the ladder-like PSBs or parallel
walls, which are the typical low-energy dislocations
(LEDs) proposed by Laird et al. [2] and Kuhlmann-
Wilsdorf [15]. These LEDs within the DBs may enjoy
priority in the plastic strain localization and then in
the initiation of fatigue cracks.

4.2. Plastic strain distribution

Since the relationship between the CSSC and the
corresponding dislocation structure has been well
documented in single-slip oriented copper crystals,
the plastic strain distribution over the crystal is easily
understood. Winter [8] and Finney and Laird [9] pro-
posed a two-phase model for fatigued copper crystals
containing vein and PSB ladder structures to explain
the occurrence of a plateau region in the CSSC:

gpl = gPSBfPSB + gMfM, (1)

where gpl is the applied plastic strain amplitude; gPSB

is the plastic strain amplitude carried by PSBs
( = 7.5×10�3); fPSB is the volume fraction of PSBs;
gM is the plastic strain amplitude carried by the matrix
( = 6.5×10�5); fM is the volume fraction of matrix. In
this case, the PSBs and matrix (or veins) will appear
alternately on the surface of the fatigued crystal [see
Fig. 7(a)]. Since PSB is the softer phase and carries
almost all of the plastic strain, the fatigue crack
always nucleates within it [31–34]. However, for a
copper single crystal cycled around the end of plateau
region, the plastic strain distribution and the defor-
mation mechanism are less understood. If there is no
change of deformation mechanism, the fatigued crys-
tal will be full of 100% PSBs lamellae, which can be
simply illustrated in Fig. 7(b). However, instead of
the occurrence of this expected deformation mor-
phology, another deformation mode (DBs and SBs)
was observed in the present work, as shown in Fig.
7(c). It indicates that the deformation mechanism of
the crystal must have changed dramatically and is
quite different from the two-phase model. In the
present fatigued crystal, the ladder-like dislocation
structures within SBs were irregular or disappeared;
while DBs were full of PSBs or dislocation walls,
which can be regarded as LEDs [15]. It is reasonable
to suggest that DB will be much softer than the mix-
ture of PSBs and veins and could carry almost all
of the plastic strain in the present case. The surface
observations in Fig. 1 provided evidence for this
assumption. Therefore, the surface deformation
mophology of the crystal can be as illustrated in Fig.
7(c), and the corresponding plastic strain distribution
can be described as:
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Fig. 7. Different plastic strain distributions of a fatigued copper
single crystal: (a) mixture of PSBs and veins; (b) 100% PSBs;

(c) mixture of DBs and SBs.

gpl = gDBfDB + gSBfSB + gMfM. (2)

Here, gDB is the plastic strain amplitude carried by
DBs; fDB is the volume fraction of DBs; gSB is the
plastic strain amplitude carried by SBs; fSB is the vol-
ume of SBs. Neglecting the effect of the matrix, equ-
ation (2) can be approximated in the following form:

gpl = gDBfDB + gSBfSB. (3)

Dislocation observations revealed that the SBs did not
display the typical persistent feature; as a result, the
plastic strain gSB must be much smaller than the con-
stant value of 7.5×10�3 owing to the hardening effect.
However, DBs contain two types of dislocation struc-

ture, 100% ladder-like structure and dislocation walls,
and therefore the plastic strain gDB carried by DBs
must be equal to or higher than 7.5×10�3. From Fig.
1, the volume fraction of DBs (fDB) can be approxi-
mately calculated, which is about 0.3–0.4. As a result,
the plastic strain carried by DBs will be roughly in
the range of 7.5×10�3 to 2×10�2 according to equ-
ation (3). This means that a higher plastic strain
amplitude is necessary for the formation of DBs. Li
et al. [22] also observed DBs in a [1̄35] copper crystal
fatigued at a plastic strain amplitude of 6×10�3. But
the formed DBs were not very strong, and their width
was narrower than that of the present DBs. Obvi-
ously, with increasing strain amplitude, the DB will
be stronger and can even dominate the deformation
mode. It seems that there might be a critical plastic
strain amplitude, gCDB, for the nucleation of DBs. With
increasing strain amplitude, both the width and vol-
ume of the DB will be enhanced. In the range of strain
above gCDB, the two-phase model will be invalid due
to the formation of the DBs. Therefore, a DB can be
regarded as one of the typical deformation modes in
high strain fatigue.

4.3. Deformation and damage mechanism of DBs

In pure metals, it has been widely recognized that
PSBs and GBs are the preferential sites for fatigue
crack initiation. The GB cracking model in polycrys-
tals has been proposed by Mughrabi et al. [45] and
was further developed by using copper bicrystals with
different GBs [46, 47]. It was proved that the
impingement of PSBs against GBs plays a decisive
role in intergranular cracking. As for the PSB crack-
ing mechanism, the extrusions and intrusions on the
surface were widely considered to contribute to the
crack initiation. Therefore, a number of theories and
mechanistic models of the surface-roughening
phenomenon have been proposed to explain the PSB
cracking. DBs have been recently observed in
fatigued single crystals, but the fatigue damage mech-
anism induced by DBs received little attention. In the
light of fatigue cracking in the surface roughening at
PSBs, the fatigue damage mechanism induced by
DBs will be discussed further below.

The slip deformation of PSBs in fcc metals is
always on the (111) plane along the [1̄01] direction,
and fatigue cracks usually nucleate along PSBs. How-
ever, the present observations discovered that fatigue
cracks initiated within DBs, as shown in Fig. 5(a)–
(d). Similar to PSBs, DBs can also produce surface
roughening, which results in fatigue crack initiation.
This result leads one to reconsider the deformation
mechanism of DBs. From the dislocation pattern
observed within DBs, one of the most possible defor-
mation modes of DBs might be shearing along the
habit plane of (1̄01), rather than slipping along the
(111) plane. This special shearing deformation mech-
anism can be explained based on the dislocation
observations and the calculation of orientation fac-
tors. As discussed in Section 4.1, it is known that the
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dislocation structures within DBs are characterized by
two typical arrangements: 100% PSBs or parallel dis-
location walls. It is assumed that the deformation
mechanism of the developing DBs within 100% PSBs
still maintains the traditional mode, i.e., sliding on the
(111) plane along the [1̄01] direction, as illustrated in
Fig. 8(a). With further evolution of dislocations
within the developing DBs, all of the dislocation
rungs in the PSBs would be connected with each
other and link up into dislocation walls gradually.
Through this process, the developing DBs will be
converted into the well-developed DBs by merging
the ladder-like PSBs. The variation in “deformation
path” has been used to discuss the bifurcation of shear
banding. Zaoui et al. [48] pointed out that, in some
circumstances, the development of internal stress is
the only reason for a sudden change of the defor-
mation path. The development of internal stress was
attributed to the softening caused by the unlocking of
Lomer–Cottrell barriers. It is understandable that the
deformation mechanism within DBs may be changed
from sliding on the (111) plane into shearing on the
(1̄01) plane, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b). However, the
shear direction on the (1̄01) plane in the present

Fig. 8. Transformation of deformation modes from slipping on
the (111) plane into shearing on the (1̄01) plane, for (a) the

developing DB and (b) the well-developed DB.

deformation mode is unknown. Here, we calculated
some orientation factors of the shear deformation
along different directions on the (1̄01) plane, and the
results are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that there
are several low-index directions with relatively high
orientation factor. In particular, some orientation fac-
tors ([111], [121] directions) are equal to or higher
than the Schmid factor (0.484) of the primary slip
system of the single crystal. This provides some
possibility of the transition of deformation from the
(111) plane into the (1̄01) plane. Meanwhile, it is
known that the well-developed DBs are full of paral-
lel dislocation walls, which are typical LEDs.
According to the hypothesis of LEDs [15], it is
assumed that all the microstructures are in equilib-
rium with the applied stress and are, in principle,
accessible to the dislocation. Since all of the
developing DBs are always transformed into the well-
developed ones during cyclic deformation, the occur-
rence of softening on the (1̄01) plane becomes poss-
ible. This results in the resolved shear stress on the
(1̄01) plane being lower than that on the (111) plane
when the well-developed DBs have been formed.
Because of the transformation of microstructure and
the decrease in the resolved shear stress, the defor-
mation mechanism of the well-developed DBs may
be changed from sliding on the (111) plane into shear-
ing on the (1̄01) plane gradually. When the shearing
on the (1̄01) plane begins to dominate the defor-
mation of the well-developed DBs, the occurrence of
fatigue cracks within the DBs will be easy to under-
stand. As shown in Fig. 9(a), fatigue crack initiation
along PSBs is due to the surface roughness induced
by the slip irreversibility. Similarly, fatigue cracks
can originate from the well-developed DBs by the
same mechanism as simply illustrated in Fig. 9(b). In
essence, the fatigue cracking mechanisms within
PSBs and DBs should be identical and could be attri-
buted to the surface roughness. The difference in
fatigue cracking between PSBs and DBs is that the
produced surface roughness results from the irreversi-
bility of slipping and shearing on the (111) and the
(1̄01) plane, respectively.

Zhai et al. [29, 30] and Li et al. [24] found the
occurrence of crystal rotation near the DBs, and con-
cluded that the crystal rotation led to the formation
of DBs in Al and Cu single crystals, respectively.
According to the above hypothesis on the defor-
mation mechanism of DBs, the crystal rotation took
place near the DBs during cyclic deformation, but the
formation of DBs was not stimulated by the crystal
rotation. On the contrary, the formation of DBs
induced the crystal rotation when the shearing
occurred on the (1̄01) plane. As discussed above, the
deformation and damage process of the single crystal
can be understood as follows. The DBs are formed
first due to the inhomogeneity of plastic strain and
then, with the evolution of the dislocation pattern
from the ladder-like structure into walls, the
developing DBs are converted into the well-
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Table 2. Possible orientation factors along different shear directions on the (1̄01) plane

Direction [101] [111] Max [121] [131] [141] [151]

�i 0.330 0.484 0.498 0.495 0.478 0.461 0.448

Fig. 9. Diagram of fatigue cracking induced by (a) PSBs and
(b) DBs.

developed ones. Accordingly, the deformation mech-
anism of DBs changes from slipping on the (111)
plane into shearing on the (1̄01) plane. With further
cyclic deformation, the shear irreversibility along the
(1̄01) plane within DBs results in the occurrence of
crystal rotation and surface roughness, which finally
leads to fatigue cracking within DBs.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the observations and discussion above,
the following conclusions can be drawn.

1. When a copper crystal oriented for single slip was
cycled at a plastic strain amplitude around the end
of the CSSC, two kinds of deformation feature,
i.e., DBs and SBs, were formed on the whole sur-
face of the crystal specimen. The DBs, with a
width of 50–60 µm, was distributed homo-
geneously over the whole crystal surface, whereas
the SBs did not show typical persistent features.
The DB is a soft phase and carries more applied
plastic strain than the SB.

2. There are two kinds of typical dislocation structure
within the DBs. One is the regular ladder-like
structure and can be defined as a developing DB.

The other one is the regular and parallel dislo-
cation wall structure and is called a well-
developed DB. Meanwhile, the microstructures
between DBs were found to be dislocation loop
patches and irregular SBs. According to the crys-
tallographic analysis and dislocation observations,
it is identified that the DB observed in the present
work belongs to DBII in type and has the habit
plane of (1̄01).

3. Based on the fatigue cracking within the DBs, a
new deformation mechanism of DBs was pro-
posed. The microstructure of DBs evolves from
the ladder-like PSBs into parallel dislocation walls
during cyclic deformation. Correspondingly, the
deformation mode within DBs changes from slip-
ping on the (111) plane to shear on the (1̄01)
plane, resulting in crystal rotation and surface
roughness by continuous cyclic deformation.
Therefore, DBs become the preferential sites of
fatigue crack initiation as seen by experiment.
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